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Local area networks comprising several parallel broadcast channels are considered, de
scribing medium access control layer protocols capable of handling all available chan
nels in an integrated fashion. The performance of multiple access protocol such that 
one channel is accessed according to a token scheme, while the remaining are accessed 
according to a CSMA/ CD scheme is computed using an approximate model, and the 
advantages of the proposed architecture are discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The medium access control (MAC) layer protocols that are most commonly used in local area 
networks (LAN) with linear (bus) topologies can be grouped in two classes: carrier sense multiple 
access (CSMA) protocols, possibly with the added feature of collision detection (CSMA/CD), and 

"token protocols. 
The IEEE 802 committee, in its effort to develop standards for the LAN field, considered these 

two classes of bus access protocols in its recommendations 802.3 [1], and 802.4 [2]. While the 
CSMA/CD protocols defined in standard 802.3 have today the lion's share of the LAN market, 
the token protocols defined in standard 802.4 are strongly supported by several industries for 
manufacturing applications. 

The strong and weak points of the two types of protocols are well known. CSMA/CD protocols 
allow an immediate access to the channel, thus resulting in very low delays, when the LAN traffic is 
low, but their performance is strongly sensitive to the ratio of the end-to-end propagation delay to 
the packet transmission time. When this ratio grows, the maximum throughput achievable under 
this protocol decreases. Moreover, the presence of collisions can increase the load on the channel 
indefinitely, "until the LAN reaches instability, and a complete deadlock results. Furthermore, the 
number of collisions and of the "subsequent resched,ulings is unpredictable, thus making the access 
delay unbounded. Token bus protocols, on the other hand, provide a technique for the collision-free 
transmission of packets, and hence exhibit a stable behaviour, and" a bounded access delay. These 
desirable features are paid with an increased delay in the case of low loads, due to the necessity 
of circulating in the LAN a transmission permit, and with an increased complexity in the protocol 
due to the need for exception handling, e.g., in the case of token losses and/or duplications. 

Several authors tried to combine the strong points of the two classes of protocols in one bus 
LAN by proposing MAC layer protocols with alternating modes of operation, in which stations 
transmit their packets according to a CSMA/CD scheme when the load in the LAN is low, and 
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Figure 1: Topology of a multichannel LAN. 
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switch to a token scheme when the traffic increases. Examples of previous works are [3], and [4]. 
These works consider LAN topologies comprising a single bus. 

In this paper we descibe and analyze LAN comprising several parallel busses, some of which 
can be accessed according to a CSMA/CD protocol, while the others can be accessed according to 
a token protocol. 

LAN comprising several parallel channels were previously considered in the literature under the 
name of multi channel LAN (M-LAN). Analyses of the performance ofM-LAN have been published, 
considering either multichannel CSMA/CD or token protocols for the access to the broadcast chan
nels. Examples of previous works that considered M-LAN with CSMA and CSMA/CD protocols 
are [5-9]. Examples of previous works that considered M-LAN with token protocols are provided 
by [10,11]. A study of a two-bus LAN using CSMA/CD and token protocols was presented in [12], 
but the protocols and their analysis are significantly different from those considered in this paper. 

2. ASSUMPTIONS 

We consider a LAN comprising N stations, and M broadcast channels that can be obtained 
either by using separate physical connections, or by dividing the bandwidth of a single physical 
link. The total data rate on the M broadcast channels is denoted by R. The data rate on channel 
i is denoted by Rt = OtiR. Obviously, E~l Ott = 1. Each station is connected to the M channels 
by means of M separate interfaces, so that it is possible for a station to simultaneoulsy transmit 
and/or receive on several different channels. The M-LAN topology is depicted in Figure 1. 

A subset of the M channels can be accessed using a multichannel CSMA/CD protocol. This 
subset of channels will be called the C-subset, and channels in the C-subset are called C-channels. 
The complement of the C-subset is called the T -subset; it comprises channels that can be accessed 
according to a multichannel token protocol, and that are called T-channels. 

Stations generate data packets that must be transmitted on the LAN. The packet generation 
for each station follows a Poisson process with rate A/ N, so that the cumulative packet arrival 
process is Poisson with rate A. 

The packet length is constant, such that the transmission time on a channel with data rate 
R equals To. The actual transmission time on channel i thus equals TO/a.i. The end-to-end 
propagation delay on each channel is denoted by A. 

We consider a class of fairly simple access protocols that operate as follows. When a new packet 
is generated, one transmission attempt is immediately scheduled on the C-subset. Two different 
protocols can be used for this first transmission attempt, depending on the station capabilities as 
far as the carrier sense operation is concerned. 
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• IT the carrier sense information from all channels is not available to the MAC layer protocol, 
then one of the C-channels is chosen at random, and the transmission attempt is scheduled 
on it. The attempt may result in no transmission if the chosen channel is sensed busy, or in a 
transmission otherwise. The transffiission can either be successful or not. This alternative is 
derived from the random-choice (RC) protocol described in [5], and will thus be named RC. 

• IT the carrier sense information from all channels is available to the MAC layer protocol, then 
a C-channel is chosen at random among those that are sensed idle (if any). IT at least one 
channel is sensed idle, the packet transmission is immediately started, and it may result in a 
success or a collision. This alternative is derived from the idle-channel-choice (IC) protocol 
described in [5], and will thus be named IC. 

IT the packet transmission attempt takes actually place, and it is successful, the access protocol 
terminates. IT, instead, the packet transmission on the C-subset either cannot take place, or results 
in a collision, the packet is queued for (re)transmission on the T-subset after the channel jamming 
period, whose duration on channel i results froin the time needed to transmit a given number of 
bits, and is denoted by u / ~. 

The queueing of packets for transmission on the T-subset may be done in two different ways. 

• Packets may be queued on a specific T -channel, that is chosen either at random, or using 
local state information, such as the number of packets already queued for transmission on the 
T -channels at the station. This implies that as many queues as T -channels are maintained 
at each station. 

• Packets may be queued in a unique queue, and transmitted as soon as a token is available on 
any T -channel. 

Furthermore, packets queued on the T-subset can be transmitted according to different disci
plines. Using the same terminology adopted for polling systems [13] we can consider three different 
service discliplines: 

limited - only one packet (the one at the head of the queue) can be transmitted when a token is 
received; 

gated - all packets present in the queue when the token is received call be transmitted before 
passing the token; packets arriving after the token must wait until the next token visit; 

exhaustive - the token is passed to the next station only when no more packets are in the queue, 
waiting for transmission. 

Finally, to completely describe the protocol, the behaviour of the station when a token arrives 
on one channel while the transmission of packets by the same station is already in progress on 
another channel must be specified. Two alternatives are possible. 

• The tokens arriving while the transmission is in progress on another channel are immediately 
passed to the next station, and thus are not used. 

• All tokens that arrive at a station are used for the parallel transmission of different packets, 
provided that there are packets in a queue that has access to the channel on which the token 
arrived. 

The time required for the transmission of the token that is passed from station to station on 
channel i in the T-subset is denoted by Tt/at. 

Many different protocols can be obtained with combinations of the features described. In this 
paper we concentrate on the analysis of a small number of cases. Variations will be analyzed in 
the future. 
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We assume that packets are lost only due to collisions on the C-channels, and thus do not 
consider thermal noise, station failures, and token losses on the T -channels. Furthermore, we 
assume that no capture effects may happen in the case of collision. 

3. ANALYSIS 

For the sake of simplicity, in this paper we only consider the case in which the M-LAN comprises 
M -1 equal data rate C-channels (channels 1 through M -1, each one with rate a:R, a: ~ 1/(M -1)), 
and one T-channel (channel M with rate [1 - (M - 1)a:]R). 

The goal of our analysis is the computation of the average packet delay E[D] in the LAN as a 
. function of the throughput A. The analysis that we present below contains several approximations, 
but it was validated with simulation results. 

The average packet delay E[D] is computed as 

(1) 

where P, is the probability that at least one of the C-channels is sensed idle in the case of the IC 
policy and is the probability that the chosen channel is sensed idle in the case of the RC policy, Pnc 

is the probability that the packet transmission on the C-channel does not result in a collision, and 
DT is the average packet delay on the T-channel. Indeed, with probability PtPnc the transmission 
on the C-channel takes place and is successful, and in this case the packet delay equals the sum 
of the transmission time and the propagation delay; with probability P,(1 - Pnc ) the transmission 
on the C-channel takes place, but results in a collision, and in this case the packet delay equals 
the time before the collision is detected (A on the average) plus the jamming time plus the delay 
on the T-channel; finally, with probability (1 - Pt) the transmission on the C-subset does not take 
place, and in this case the packet delay equals the delay on the T-channel. 

In the case of the RC policy, the probabilities Pz and Pnc can be expressed as [6]: 

1 + AA/(M - 1) 
P, = 1 + A (To/a: - A - u/a) e->.A/(M-l) /(M - 1) + A (3A + u/a) /(M _ 1) (2) 

and 

e->.A/(M-l) 

Pnc = 1 + AA/(M - 1) 
(3) 

In the case of the le policy, using the approximation of independence among channels which 
was shown in [6] to be adequate for small values of M, the probabilities Pz and Pnc can be expressed 
as: 

and 

where 

P, = 1 - (1 - PU)M-l 

e->.,A 

Pnc = 1 + AAi 

Pti = 1 + AAi 
1 + Ai (To/a: - A ~ u /a:) e->'iA + Ai (3A + u /a) 

is the probability for the i-th channel to be sensed idle, and 

Ai = )"P, 
(M - l)Pz, 
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is the arrival rate to the i-th channel, computed as the ratio of the total arrival rate to the C-subset, 
~~, to the average number of channels that are sensed idle in the C-subset, (M - 1)~i' 

The expression for DT in the three cases of the limited, gated, and exhaustive discipline is 
derived from [14], equations (37), (36), and (35). With our assumptions and notation 

DL _ T A ,Tt + N r + r,TL 
T - L + + 2 {1-, [TL + r]} 

where 

TL = To 
1- a(M - 1) 

is the transmission time on the T -channel, 

. is the arrival rate to the T -channel, and 

Tt 
r=A+-----

1- a(M -1) 

is the time necessary to transfer the token from one station to another. 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

The analysis presented is approximate for several reasons. First of all, equations for the 
CSMA/CD protocols were derived using an infinite population model, whereas in this case the 
number of stations is assumed to be finite. Second, the results of [13] assume a Poisson arrival 
stream, but, while the packet generation process is assumed to be Poisson, the arrivals to the 
T-channel are not guaranteed to be so. Third, the propagation delay between any two stations is 
assumed to be equal to the end-to-end propagation delay A. 

4. RESULTS 

Average delay results for the proposed LAN architecture are presented in the two-channel case 
in Figures 2 - 5, asa function of the throughput ~. 

In Figures 2, and 3 the limited service discipline results are shown for different values of a. The 
curves of Figure 2 are obtained using the parameter values listed in Table 1, whereas the values of 
Table 2 are used to obtain the results of Figure 3. For the sake of comparison, in these figures are 
also shown the average delays that would be obtained with a single channel LAN employing either 
a CSMA/CD or a token protocol, and with an M-LAN comprising two equal data rate channels 
operating with a multichannel nonpersistent CSMA/CD-IC protocol [6]. In the case of CSMA/CD 
protocols the average rescheduling delay is taken to be four times the packet transmission time on a 
channel with data rate R. In all cases, results are given for equal total available bandwidth and data 
rate. Hence, the results in the single channel CSMA/CD and in the multichannel nonpersistent 
CSMA/CD-IC cases are obtained assuming a = 1, and a = I/M, respectively, and using the results 
of [6], whereas the results in the single channel token case are obtained setting, = A, and a = O. 

From the curves in Figure 2 it is possible to see that in an environment in which the CSMA/CD 
scheme is clearly superior to the token scheme in the single channel case, the proposed architecture 
can significantly improve the average packet delay results with respect to a single channel token 
LAN over the entire range of throughput values (see the curves with a = 0.2 and 0.3). Average 
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Table 1: Numerical values used to obtain the results in Figures 2, and 4-6. 

Number of stations N 100 
Packet transmission time To 1 
Token transmission time Tt 0.1 
End-to-end propagation delay A 0.1 
Jamming time u 0.3 

Table 2: Numerical values used to obtain the results in Figure 3. 

Number of stations N 20 
Packet transmission time To 1 
Token transmission time Tt 0.2 
End-to-end propagation delay A 0.2 
Jamming time u 0.6 

50 .-------~--------~--------~~~~----------~ 

E [0] 

40 .. ... ...... ... ..... ... ... ........ .... ........... ... . : . . ..... . ......... . ..... . . ...... ··· · ··· · ·i · ······ · ··········· · ····· 

30 .... .. .. .. ..... .. .. .. ... . . ... .... .. .. ... .... .. .. ·1·· ············· ·· . .... . ............. . .. ..... .. ~ ..... ....... .... ... ... .. . 

: : 

~ ~ 
: : 

1 - QSMA/CD 

20 

2 - C~MA/CD - IC 

10 

o ~--------~--------~-----------------~-----------~~~----~ 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

Figure 2: Average packet delay versus throughput for different values of Q in the case of two channel 
M-LAN and limited service discipline, using the parameter values of Table 1. The curves labeled 
I-token and I-CSMA/CD refer to a single channel LAN with token or CSMA/CD access protocols 

and equal total data rate. The curve labeled 2-CSMA/CD-IC refers to two equal data rate channels 
accessed according to the nonpersistent M-CSMA/C-D-IC protocol. 
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Figure 3: Same as Figure 2, but with the parameter values of Table 2. 

delays obtained with single channel and niultichannel CSMA/ CD protocols are much lower than 
those provided by the mixed scheme, but the single channel CSMA/ CD curve saturates for smaller 
throughput values. Furthermore, it should be remembered that by using only CSMA/CD schemes 
the protocol behaviour is not stable, whereas stability is guaranteeed by the mixed multichannel 
protocols. 

In an enviroriment in which the relative merits of the single channel token and CSMA/CD 
schemes are clearer (Figure 3), the mixed protocols allow the reduction of the average packet delay 
with respect to the single channel token case (see the curves with Q = 0.2 and 0.3), while providing 
stability, and a bounded delay for a much wider range of throughput values than the single channel 
CSMA/CD protocol. The 2-CSMA/CD-IC protocol yields much lower delays than either the single 
channel token protocol or the mixed schemes, but the protocol is not stable, and its capacity is 
smaller. 

The gated and exhaustive disciplines (that yield almost identical results, with a slight advan
tage for the exhaustive case) are considered in Figure 4, using the parameter values of Table 1. 
Comments similar to those related to Figure 2 apply also in this case, with the difference that now 
the efficiency of the token schemes is improved. 

A comparison of the different service disciplines is presented in Figure 5, where the limited, 
gated, and exhaustive service average packet delays are presented, assuming the parameter values 
of Table 1, and, in the case of the mixed schemes, Q = 0.3. It should be noted that the advantage 
of the mixed scheme is greater in the case of the limited service discipline than in the other two 
cases. 

From the results in Figure 5 we can see that the exhaustive and limited service disciplines 
provide lower average packet delays than the limited service discipline, as expected. It is also true 
that the average packet delays obtained with the exhaustive service discipline are smaller than 
with the gated discipline, but differences are negligible. It should however be remembered that the 
limited service discipline better reflects the actual behaviour of LAN protocols, and exhibits better 
fairness characteristics. 

Figure 6 compares the results in the cases of 3, 5, and 10 channels with those already shown 
for M = 2. Results are again presented in terms of the average packet delay as a function of the 
throughput ..x, for Q = 0.3, assuming a limited service discipline, and the parameter values of Table 
1. Once more, the results are given for equal total available data rate. It is interesting to note 

that in the case of the mixed schemes the use of a large number of channels seems to entail more 
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Figure 4: Same as Figure 2, but for the gated and exhaustive service disciplines. 
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Figure 5: Same as Figure 2; comparison of limited, gated, and exhaustive service disciplines in the 
case of Q = 0.3. 
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50--------~--------~-------r.--1T-.1l~-r-.---. 
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Figure 6: Average packet delay versus throughput for different number of channels in the case 
of limited service discipline with Q = 0.3. The curves labeled l-token and l-CSMA/CD refer to 
a single channel LAN with token or CSMA/CD access protocols and equal total data rate. The 
curves labeled M-CSMA/CD-IC refer to M equal data rate channels accessed according to the 
M-CSMA/CD-IC protocol. 

drawbacks than advantages. Indeed, the only advantage is a small improvement in the range of 
admissible throughput values, but this is paid with a quite large average delay at low loads. 

The curve of the mixed scheme for M = 10 deserves a comment by itself. Indeed, in this case 
we see that the average delay curve for increasing values of throughput is very flat at first, then 
decreases, reaches a minimum, and finally increases till saturation. This is due to the fact that 
initially (for low load) all packets experience the high transmission delay due to the low data rate 
on one of the nine CSMA/CD channels. When the load increases, several packets arrive when all 
CSMA/CD channels are busy, and are thus transmitted on the token channel, where queues are 
short; and the transmission delay is smaller. When the load further increases, also the T-channel 
becomes loaded, and the delay grows again. 

From the results shown it is possible to conclude that the mixed multichannel access schemes 
seem to be particularly advantageous when the total number of channels is low (2 - 3), and the 
fraction of the available data rate allocated to the CSMA/CD channels is of the order of 0.1 -
0.3. These conclusions can be intuitively explained as follows. The purpose of the C-channels is to 
allow immediate transmissions at low loads, while the T-channel handles most of the traffic in high 
load conditions; thus, in order not to reduce the maximum admissible throughput, it is necessary 
to allocate most of the available data rate to the latter. Since the fraction of bandwidth allocated 
to the C-channels is low, it is convenient not to further subdivide it, in order to keep transmission 
delays reasonably low. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Mixed token 'and CSMA/CD medium access control protocols for multichannellocal area net
works have been described. 

An approximate analysis has been performed in the case in which one of the available channels 
is accessed according to a token scheme, while all others are accessed according to a multichannel 
CSMA/CD-IC protocol. 
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Numerical results indicate that with the proposed technique it is possible to obtain stable pro
tocols with bounded access delay which provide lower average packet delays than the single channel 
token protocol at low loads, while behaving similarly, close to saturation conditions. Furthermore, 
with the considered parameter values; the choice of only two channels seems advantageous, and in 
this case the fraction of bandwidth that should be allocated to the CSMA/CD channel is in the 
range (0.1 - 0.3). 
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